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When did humankind first become capable of understanding itself collec-

tively? All early societies fabricated mythologies to explain their origins and

to separate themselves from others. For the Sioux, the creator was the 'Great

Spirit', for the Yoruba 'Olodumare', for the Jews 'Yahweh' and for the Poly-

nósians ,Maui,. Their human followers would gain protection by the fervour

and constancy of their devotion to these different deities. It was but a short

step for scattered peoples to understand themselves as distinct 'humans'

protected by their own god(s). other people with whom they came into

contact were thought of as potentially dangerous 'barbarians' or 'subhuman'.

Through trade, travel and conquest diverse and separated societies across the

globe slowly began to relate to each other - although past fears were often not

far from the surface.
From about the seventeenth century, the European Por /ers began to outstrip

the rest of the world in the sophistication of their ideas, the devastating force of

their military technology, the strength of their navies and the organization oÍ

economic production. This astonishing transformation in Europe's fortunes

eventually enabled it to spread its new institutions all over the globe and trig-

gered the phenomenon we call 'modernity', the logical Precursor to the current

era of globalization.
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Proto-globalization - early
aspirations to universalism
that Íai|ed to embrace alI oÍ
humanity or to attain global
reacn.

In this chapter we examine four successive phases of modernity and globď
integration:

& the development of forms of proto-globalization among a number of civi-
lizations before the modern era commenced

I the emergence of capitalist modernity in Europe and the region's
global dominance

t the colonial and racial domination effected by European powers in
parts of the world

rise to

various

* the transformations that have taken place in the world economy since the
Second World War and especiallv the rise of the USA.

PROTO.GLOBALIZATTON

A number of the threads making up the garment of globalization described in
Chapter 2 were already manifest in the world long before the rise of modern
nation states. As empires evolved and religious domains spread, forms of proto'
globalization developed. Historians of the pre-modern world (Needham 1969;
McNeill 1971; Roberts 7992) shgly.how qg;.ry ancient sgcigties were connected
in important ways and how cultural legacigg were bequeathed by declining or
conquered civilizations. The ancient civilizations of the Middle East and China,
of Greece and Rome, unified large areas. Even from the ninth to the thirteenth
century, when Europe consisted of a patchwork of separate, fragile kingdoms
and aristocratic fiefdoms, it was held together in relative tranquillity by the over-
arching f1qryew-91k oÍ Ch1p!!gniý' Christianiý provided the following features:

1. The cultural universalism of shared religious belief and ritual.

2. The use of Latin as a common language of inter-state communication in
addition to its use in church liturgy.

3. The porter and status of the papacy as a mediator between states and a
restraining influence on political rulers at many levels.

4. The organizational structure of the Latin Church itself built around various
monastic orders, straddling territorial boundaries, and whose members
were often drawn from many countries.

In short, the Church functioned as a powerful and unifying trans-European
body for centuries (Wight 7977: 26-9, 130-4). It was assisted by other structures,
especially inter-state links based on dynastic marriages, the alliances between
Christian royal houses and the system of diplomacy involving rules of mutual
recognition concerning emissaries and ambassadors (Bergesen 1990: 67-87).

Europe was also involved in multiple relations with other civilizations
during this period. The rise and expansion of the Islamic states of the Middle
East in the seventh century eventually extended Muslim influence to North
Africa and over much of southern Europe. Muslim rulers were finally expelled
from their last stronghold in Cranada, southern Spain, in 7492. The long
struggle to push back the frontiers of Islam helps account for the earlier emer-
gence of powerful monarchies in Portugal and Spain compared with the rest of
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Europe. The formation of the Holy Roman Empire in to 962 - an alliance
between Christian states - \ /as also linked to the desire to protect Christendom
from external attack (Smith 7997:59,62).

During this period, Islamic authority, especially on southern Europe, was

considerable. Islam made important contributions to the arts and sciences, the

establishment of centralized forms of government and innovations in agricul-

ture - especially the introduction of irrigation systems. These agricultural
reforms later proved highly beneficial to the semi-arid countries of Spain and

Portugal. The long saga of Islamic-Christian conflict, including the Crusades -

designed to liberate Palestine, the 'Holy Land', from Islamic control - created a

legacy of mutual mistrust and misunderstanding of each other's cultures and

intentions that still endures.
Europe's economy and trading relations also depended on links with other

civilizations. Gold, brought across the Sahara by Arab camel caravans from the

mines of West Africa, was Europe's most important source of bullion from
Roman times until the sixteenth century. The Spanish conquest of South

America opened up silver imports (Hopkins 1973 46). With European traders

tending to run a more or less permanent trade deficit with the Orient, bullion

flowed east to pay for such items as Indian textiles of unrivalled quality, silk,

indigo and spices. Indeed, this trade provided the principal motivation for the

first explorations of the globe by Portugal and Spain starting in the fifteenth

century. Colonial conquests followed (Smith 7997:70).
However, it was by no means clear that Christianized Europe would take the

lead. Not only had the Islamicized countries provided important sources of
knowledge, for example in mathematics, so too had India and Persia. Indeed,

other civilizations had long been far ahead of Europe in many spheres. This is

especially true of China from where many inventions, ideas and much techno-

logical knowledge flowed to Europe during the fourteenth and fifteenth

centuries. According to |ones (1'988 73-84) even before this time the Sung

dynasty in China had attained hitherto unsurpassed levels of economic devel-

opment. China had developed irrigation, terracing and manuring in agriculture;
the techniques evolved for manufacturing iron, especially the use of coke in

blast furnaces; the harnessing of water power for spinning cloth; the growth of

specialized regional markets; and state investment in canals and other public

assets. Some of these innovations were not widely adopted in Europe until the

early eighteenth century.
Despite the significance of these early exchanges between civilizations and the

expansionist ambitions of ancient empires like Rome, there are important differ-
ences between such forms of proto-globalization and the contemporary situation.
This also holds for the universalizing religions of former times, including Islam

and Christianiý. These were universalizing in the sense that they aspired to reach

all people. However, they never af tained the influence that globalization and glob-

alism have achieved in today's world. There are several reasons for this:

1. The globalizing missions of ancient empires and religions did not incorpor-
ate more than a minoriý of people even within their own limited domains
of influence.

2. People everywhere lacked detailed knowledge of other cultures' What

knowledge the tiny educated minorities possessed was fragmentary and

often distorted by bigotry and reliance on a few travellers' hearsay.

(f;tř
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Most of these ancient empires and religions viewed the world in terms of a
clear division between the 'civilized' and the 'barbarian', between those
who had been converted and those who lived without the benefits of a ,truď

religion. The ancient Greeks and Romans, Islam and Christianity, the
empires of |apan and China and the European expansionists all shared such
narrow views.

Thus, their mission was to ciailize non-believers or foreign barbarians and
this involved a one-way transmission of 'culture' from the superior to the
subordinate group. The possibility of mutual acceptance and interaction on
equal terms was inconceivable. Refusal by foreign migrants to accePt
submission or conversion often meant exclusioň from mainstream societv
and persecution.

,'.A number of significant changes took place in Western Europe between the
. sixteenth and eighteenth centuries. This 'nexus of feafures' is known as 'moder-

, nlty'. As Albrow (7996:55) maintains, modernity 'included the combination of
rationality, territorialiý expansion/ innovation, applied science, the state, citi-
zenship, bureaucratic organization anď.many other elements,. Here, we want to
concentrate on three of these elements:

I the emergence of the nation state
o the development of science
I the rise of a body of universal secular thought - 'the Enlightenment'.

Each of these developments was mutually reinforcing. Each helped create
an environment hospitable to the eventual emergence of industrial CAPITALISM
and the process of modernity. Drawing on important contributions to histor-
ical sociology by writers such as Tilly (1975) and Skocpol (7979), Giddens
(1985) argues that the emergence of the European nation state was probably
the single most crucial force accounting for the rise of successful capitalism in
Western Europe.

The natlon state system
Unlike other world civilizations, Europe consisted of a number of autonomous
countries in close proximity to one anotheq, each of more or less equal Po\^/er.
Their survival as independent entities in a climate of nearly continuous \Mar
required a long process of internal state-building. This culminated in the rise of
a succession of powerful rulers. The state's bureaucratic reach and control over
its population \Mas progressively strengthened and deepened through such
measures as:

o increasing tax revenues
O improving communications
r partially taming the nobility by making it more dependent on the perks

derived from state office

a
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This consists of the
networks of political groups
and a olunt ary asso ciot i ons
emerging in the social space
between the indiztidual and
the state. These bodies are
engaged in expressing their
members' interests and in
trying to shape national
political culture - its
aalues, goals and type of
decision-making pr a ct ices.
A flourishing ciail society
is likely to foster coffipro'
mis e, innoz.tation, uigor ous
public debate and the mini-
mizing of state interference
in socinl life.
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The Enlightenment was a
body of influentinl ideas
that gradually spread across
Europe during the eight-
eenth century. Its optimistic
aiew of the potentinl for
human progress through the
power of reason was consid-
ernbly assisted by adaances
in scimce and philosophy.
E nli ght enm mt thinker s saw
the importance of critical
reason, scepticism and
doubt, but were certain that
self -r ealization could b e
att ained through pr act ical
inuolaement in, and
attempts to transform, the
material world.

a centralizing the nation by suppressing regional identities
e monopolizing the most efficient means of violence for conducting lvars

a encouraging and subsidizing technological and craft development
I investing in naval and army strength
t nurturing local trading classes whose \ /ealth could be taxed or borrowed to

help finance state expansion.

Alongside all this, many governments pursued a policy of national economic

aggrandizement, called mercantilism. European states engaged in naval

waÍÍare, amassed gold and silver, gave Preference to domestic business and,

vý.herever possible, insisted that goods be carried in nationally o\^/ned ShiPS.

The key role of actual and potential inter-state violence and comPetition in

stimulating these changes seems clear. What resulted was a fragile balance of

power between the various European states and an elaborate system of

alliances. No state was sufficiently ascendant to crush its rivals permanently

and to create an empire. Had one giant European emPire emerged, similar to the

Russian or Ottoman empires, internal reform would Probably have been stifled

as there \Mould have been little external pressure on rulers to tolerate such things

aS the 8ro\^/th of a vibrant clvll soc|ETY of independent entrePÍeneurs/

craftsmen, scientists and intellectuals. Again, in a large empire, high-ranking

officials would have be&r recruited on the basis of aristocratic privilege rather

than merit. Moreover, internal reform undoubtedly contributed to making the

process of state- and nation-building more effective, for they generated far more

Íesources of every kind than.r^/ere generally available in empires.

These much-strengthened states also created the momentum for various

forms of nineteenth-century state-led industrialization. Moves towards indus-

trialization \ /ere further driven by the rise of populist nationalism based on the

notion of equal citizenship (an idea we will return to in Chapter 5) generated by

tlne 1789 French Revolution. Other factors \ /ere the rapid emergence of an

industrial bourgeoisie in Britain and the onset of the world's first major indus-

trial revolution beginning around 1770.In fact, manifestations of industrialism

\ /ere discernible prior to the 1770s. However, \Me can usefully date the increas-

ingly widespread deployment of machinery - driven by non-animal sources of

po\Mer - and full-time wage r /orkers in permanent factories, from around that

time. It took about another 70 years for factory production to spread from cotton

textiles to most other industries.
The technological and economic lead the industrial revolution gave offered

Britain military opportunities not available to other nations. Not surprisingly,

the British example M/as eventually followed by other imitative, modernizing

governments in Europe and the newly independent American states in the

following decades.

European Enlightenment thought
We have already referred to the Enlightenment. This was a body of influential

ideas that gradually spread across Europe during the eighteenth century. Its

optimistic view of the potential for human progress through the power of

reason was considerably assisted by the scientific discoveries and advances

achieved in the previous t\^/o centuries by people such as Copernicus (Figure

3.1), Bacon and Newton (Badham 7986:1,0-20). Their ideas, in turn, contributed

knt on the perks
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This consists of the
networks of political groups
and zsoluntary associations
emerging in the social space
between the indioidual and
the state. These boriies are
engaged in expressing their
members' interests and in
trying to shape national
political culture - its
aalues, goals and type of
decision-making p r act i ces.
A flourishing cirsil society
is likely to foster compro-
mis e, innoa at ion, ai gor ous
public debate and the mini-
mizing of state interference
in social life.

The Enlightenment was a
body of influentinl ideas
that gradually spread across
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a centralizing the nation by suppressing regional identities
I monopolizing the most efficient means of violence for conductinglvars
a encouraging and subsidizing technological and craft development
I investing in naval and army strength
I nurturing local trading classes \^/hose wealth could be taxed or borrowed to

help finance state expansion.

Alongside all this, many governments pursued a policy of national economic

aggrandizement, called mercantilism. European states engaged in naval

\Marfare, amassed gold and silver, gave Preference to domestic business and,

wherever possible, insisted that goods be carried in nationally owned ships.

The key role of actual and potential inter-state violence and competition in

stimulating these changes seems clear. What resulted was a fragile balance of

po\ rer between the various European states and an elaborate system of

alliances. No state was sufficiently ascendant to crush its rivals permanently

and to create an empire. Had one giant European empire emerged, similar to the

Russian or Ottoman empires, internal reform would probably have been stifled

as there \ /ould have been little external pressure on rulers to tolerate such things

as the growth of a vibrant CIVIL SOCIETY of independent entrepreneurs,

craftsmen, scientists and intellectuals. Again, in a large empire, high-ranking

officials \^/ould have be&r recruited on the basís of aristocratic privilege rather

than merit. Moreover, internal reform undoubtedly contributed to making the

process of state- and nation-building more effective, for they generated far more

resources of every kind than \^/ere generally available in empires.
These much-strengthened states also created the momentum for various

forms of nineteenth-century state-led industrialization. Moves towards indus-

trialization M/ere further driven by the rise of populist nationalism based on the

notion of equal citizenship (an idea we will return to in Chapter 5) generated by

the 1789 French Revolution. Other factors M/ere the rapid emergence of an

industrial bourgeoisie in Britain and the onset of the world's first major indus-

trial revolution beginning around 7770.In fact, manifestations of industrialism

were discernible prior to the 1770s. However, we can usefully date the increas-

ingly widespread deployment of machinery - driven by non-animal sources of

po\Mer - and full-time \ /age workers in permanent factories, from around that

tíme. It took about another 70 years for factory production to spread from cotton

textiles to most other industries.
The technological and economic lead the industrial revolution gave offered

Britain military opportunities not available to other nations. Not surprisingly,

the British example M/as eventually followed by other imitative, modernizing

governments in Europe and the newly independent American states in the

following decades.

European Enlightenment thought
We have already referred to the Enlightenment. This was a body of influential

ideas that gradually spread across Europe during the eighteenth century. Its

optimistic view of the potential for human pro8ress through the power of

reason was considerably assisted by the scientific discoveries and advances

achieved in the previous t\Mo centuries by people such as Copernicus (Figure

3.1), Bacon and Newton (Badham 7986:1.0-20). Their ideas, in turn, contributed

dent on the Perks
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Together, the arguments of Enlightenment thinkers added up to a virtual

revolution. The ideal modern person was seen as a unique individual with enor-

mous potential for learning and improvement and deserving of the inalienable

right to freedom. Implicit in these ideas was the promise of a tolerant, multicul-

tural and secular society engaged in the pursuit of human Progress through

scientific endeavour and Íree from unaccountable government, religious bigotry

and superstition.
Those who \ /rote the US Constitution of 7787 in the wake of the Amerioan

Revolution perhaps best exemplified the practical possibilities of the Enlight-

enment ideals. The Constitution began with the famous preamble: 'We hold

these truths to be self-evident, that all men are created equal and have the right

to life, liberty, property and the Pursuit of happiness.' At the time, it barely

entered the heads of the founders of the US state that these rights should also be

granted to women, or to Native and African Americans, aS these groups/ Íepre-

sentatives no\ / often angrily point out. We fully concur in their criticisms, but

the argument has to be taken one stage further. That the Constitution was

Proclaimed in universal terms cÍ all meant that representatives of the excluded
'others' could eventually use its provisions in their struggles to join the 'self'

and the included. This eventually allowed them to mitigate some of the many

injustices perpetrated against them.

ji.

Marx's analysls of capitalism
The Enlightenment provided a powerful intellectual critique of the highly regu-

lated forms of feudal life but, as Marx understood more clearly than did his

contemporaries, feudalism was also a spent force in economic terms. Its

successor mode of production, industrial capitalism, \^/as a highly dynamic

and indeed unstoppable force for generating social transformation. Many

preceding changes had paved the way for the emergence of capitalism, but

especially significant were:

ct the creation of a fully commoditized economy in which everything, including

land and labout had a price and so could be bought and sold in a market

1l the exercise of, often violent, measures to dislodge self-sufficient peasants

and craft producers from their farms and workshops - so forcing them in

ever greater numbers to live by selling their labour to capitalist entrePreneurs

as \ /age lvorkers.

This separation of direct producers from their means oÍ production (from their

land, animals and tools) was a crucial precondition for the rise of industrial

capitalism. Once self-sufficient producers were brought under the domination

of capital, the way was open for three crucial changes to take place in the

productive system, changes that had never been realized before on such a scale:

1. Labourers could be organized more efficiently alongside the plant, tools

and machinery, for they had in effect contracted to sell their labour for an

agreed price to the entrepreneur concerned. The employer, in turn, was

there'íore'frée to decide how both equipment and \^/orkers should be

util{2ed, for he (it was nearly always a 'he') and not the employees no\ r'

ownied the means of production.
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2. Incorporating producers into the system as dependent wage-workers made

them unable to supply their own means of daily subsistence from self-
employment. This simultaneously transformed them into consumers who

would spend their incomes in the veÍy Same markets that were being created
by the growing capitalist system.

3. Once in existence, capitalism contained certain internal motors that drove it

relentlessly onwards to subjugate the remnants of pre-capitalist craft and
peasant production, by out-competing them wherever these were encoun-
tered and constantly transforming its own system of business organization
and technological capacities.

These built-in mechanisms for restless, perpetual change included the drive
for profit and business expansion, competition between individual capitalists
and firms and the inevitability of class conflict between wage-labourers and
entrepreneurs over working conditions and the distribution of profits. Together,
these factors impelled capitalists constantly to find ways to cheapen and
improve their products so as to capture new markets or to displace their rivals.
As the labour force gained in maturiý and organizational strength, employers
\ /ere compelled to raise the productivity of labour by investing in more

advanced plant and machinery and adopting more streamlined systems of busi-
ness organizatjon and marketing. 

"
An important consequence \ /as the tendency for capitalism to expand the

productive forces by developing ever more advanced technology, harnessing

the power of science, increasing the scale of production and developing busi-
ness arrangements to facilitate greater capital pooling. Thus, as Marx observed,
nothing under capitalism ever remains static for long. Rather, constant change,
not only in the productive Process but at all levels of socieý is inevitable.

Another consequence, again apparent to Marx, was capitalism's drive to expand
globally (see Box 3.2).

L-
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Š'.
The growth oÍ rationality
In looking at the spread of modernity, contemporary sociologists lay more

emphasis on cultural and intellectual changes than on Marx's economic argu-

ment. The belief in progress through rationality \ /as a major factor in trans-

forming societies. This idea lies deep in European cultural and political history

but was particularly associated with the gradual extension of literacy, the devel-

opment of science, the pressures for more democracy and the heritage of the

Enlightenment. Also, once established, iapitalist rationality and moderniý
were mutually supportive, each creating scope for the other.

Giddens (1990) sees modernity as consisting of three kinds of mutually

reirúorcing orientations. Together, their power to underpin and shape our

world has slowly grou/n and spread. !!.e_qy-e11i11plfies !!9--9oapl"f{y "t,lÍadition, in arguing tlet pry'Tg.{-erl.'P'e'oPl9 w.ere mostly rooted in specific

and bounded locations - village communities - where they spent their lives

wórt.iíg;-\^/óišiliÉl'ry raising families and socializing with the same few

people. However, there is no doubt that with vastly iqpp:fL_t.f:-fd
slfsf_tl9e4g_qfl{gygl and communication and the ever more precise measure-

ment of space and time, pepple.!y-glg1{191e-49iry-\a 4p-lg !.9 e-}Pe,{r-en99 ti--e.ul-d

spq99 m gepj_lll-g {tgn,g:,$,-o-!ll-"I_el3 Sqc9^4.19-c!9-d.fi,o-s-p--o-lerete p-la.ces. It
beóarrre possible for social exchanges to flourish independently of place and

time, across vast distances and time zones.
Similarly, there was u a'n':slti*g.í."5>."ld9ry.q 9-n'fape'.^tg!999.tigto particular

peopleandspecificsocia1contexts.Thesechanges,or,ffi
meant that social life became l11gl9-4.epeT1+-9$pt.ep""9-tl-e$-gptgngq{}qoJsls.dge
and impersonal forms of communication. Critical here was the wide dissemina-
tion of education and lileracf, and a generalized use of symbolic tokens such as
morley and credit. But also essential was the proliferation of expert systems, or
professional services, in which clients could safely place their trust.
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Ag:/-e--sjiw,i1\!he- l+C! -c!aplSL Giddens (! 9'90: 364il also sees self-mont

".5un;;;.'';;r.-aáňiffi i:*:1",-.*1*i::*-i*1'YTTff ':lí:]j;uÍtá.;;;ú;iiý;áí;n*ted by actors' knowledge of them,, what is ,cha

istic of modernity i,... th" ;;;'"áption of wholesale::f',::'#y"; 
x}i.|.":IĎLrL wr rrlvqvtrulJ * 

'" 
,i.'" nature of reflection itself, (1990: 38, 39). In

includes reflection uPc

societies, self-monitoring is applied to all aspects of life' U t"f:{T:ij

and is undertaken as 
^í.h 

uy o.ganizations and governments as.by individ

Indeed,thedisciplin"ď;;iá"#itse]f ,in.:Jb:olq":1':j::P:.:1?"H."::
;l::.:"#řffi;řJ;;Á"i"u"iry implicated in the process o.f reflexivitr'

*""v'á.l".allevels.YL.$l9:go""::T:"1'.T1'''.:Y-:q.:"*::li^|Ai[
i:lř"il'.ffi;ň"*iJ;tilirr.moarrri1g.'".h.h''^19:.":.':::"ť-.'"'
;5', ů-.l*'úog"J'íúE;pnu! in -9oáial úfe a'.a^{e'u!t 9Í 

'.ueh.aetions 
i4

.pqui* rp.i"l"gittt to respond,by ret!14\i4g-!t^tqil^ql.:"!.:p-:,:;"r. 
rhe reorr.lerir.-"ěh;-;:.'ii;"ď"*';-it",ut 

tn"," !g99.*ió"táiións iácilitate the reordering
,,.*l,ling..f sociare1ation:1'P..":.iffi ř..}:'Y"J:Ť:*'1Ť:'1'l".:trJtrJ:;
.#;"ffi J p"ói"'i*".ed f a r apa rt. lld::9: n.e exntici ||1:,:::'".|,',

';;;trb9lgúis'o.'bury*ťr*'.1n1,^::,):'::r::,:"::.}:ř.'*:T.;ll'iffii*Ěffi#ilffi i'iňi 
-'o.rnig'r Q luo -caeilaligm q11dl!].e-!.'atl

state)writlarge.This,"."ň"'xn".uii^it"a:'"*|ó*:::]iT^"^'::,:':Si:l
t 

"#Ě;ilái..";." be said to have generated certain uniqqe.properties, especl

) the emergence o1 a globalcon99!9.9s4qjwe have cáGá giobalism. This and ol

J features.o.,ra,-,ot.ěšIáiir|ňá.á bóón inÍened solely from a familiarity with

{ skuctures and orientatiá,.,, ár modernity. As Roberts-gn (7992:60) insists, glo

L i;"ti"" has acquired a 'general autonomy' an4.1lggqo1itq q:'vtl'

RACE AND COLONIALISM

European countries were able to spread out of their continent precisely becau

;iiřfiffi"*;., *'i'i"íu,.'a i"t!u".t"al lead, often borror,rr:1j:?:Í::::
lizations. The decisive uáíu,.,.", were in seafaring and navigational techniques

;;;;;*""ts in the .*p'"i?' navigational 
-ŤTs' T::"]1::?il..H1iT.; il

Iin#i'il;;*d"; and firearms' cannons and guns (smith 7991:50' r

Portuguese, who led ir* ii"ú' i" """lg.1':i:'^::l"jil':l.í:TH1 jl:Jlx
iJ.1i^3i""T#.'""l*;. ř;;;;b;;il"i' entáed the Indian ocean in 149I.

Brazen exploits, t".háililh; á"t"u. ď .1.': ú":11T:::i]: :i:-*ŤT:".:il'T
fiffi"}rilffi^'o,'it;*r.oň'".i"' of forts and trading stations across Asia'

soon followed. Th,rs Uegan the long period of European trading doyination ovs

much of the non'westeňr world u,.,d th" extension of colonial rule that \^./aS evelt

Ellt.rl'rl D.rrvrJ ''-. -;.il*i,,o, 
imagěs of the racial bigotrythat was eventu'

Such depict ions were tne mlrrUr l lI ldBcĎ ".,.,. . . .:..].^:::;^] ;; "
al lytocharacterizemuchoftheEuropeancolonialexpansion'Weexamtnerace

tually to follow (Smith 1997:77-8)'

TheEuropeanexplorersmetsmall,scatteredsocieties(liketheKhoi-khoiand
San in South Africa) as well as large empires like China' There the emperor and

his court believed that theirs 
-u, 

řh" ,central kingd.om, around 
1|].h 

all others

were scattered. Strange stories abounded. As latě as the Opium War (78394D,

wased by the ntrop*" powers to coltrol the profitabt:.9*gt trade' manv

.^ř"*" .'ň;h.;h;i E;;óeans would die. spectaiu1arly of the explosive conse.

quences of constipatlo., ii a"p.ived of rhůbarb (useá then as a purgative).

English sailors were depicted ň drawinq: 
:.':l]i:T,::l*:::i:'"*:s eventu'

I

ii
\,"
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and racism in more detail in Chapter 6. Here we merely note that the disdainful
manifestations of nineteenth-century European po\ /er contrasted markedly
with earlier European travellers' awed wonder and astonishment at seeing the
Taj Mahal (Figure 3.2), the delicacy of the Benin bronzes (Figure 3.3), the palaces
of Iztapalapa and the massive pyramids of Egypt. At the time of the encounter
with Europe these buildings and artefacts showed that other advanced civiliza-
tions had often surpassed any equivalent achievements in Europe.

Figure 3.3 Benin bronze,
representing an Oba (late 16th
centuřy, Nigeria)

Figure 3.2 The Taj Maha!
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Ethnocentrism deÍives Írom
the Greek word for people,
éÍhnos. Ethnocentrists see
their community or nation as
the model against which all
others have to be judged.

Social Darwinism applied,
or more oÍten misapp|ied, to
human situations the role
assigned by Darwin to the
process of natural selection
in the evolution of species.

This more generous spirit \ ras also shown by the Enlightenment thinkers who
regarded humanity as a single species on a gradual path to self-
improvement, whatever the dissimilarities and lags between peoples and
regions. All were capable of reaching the end-state of 'civilization'. There \ /as an
undoubted arrogance in such a view, which implied that what obtained in eigh-
teenth-century France and Germany \ /as the preferred destination of all
humanity. However, this ethnocentrism did not approximate later racist postures
and, even in the midst of this ethnocentrism, there \ /as some recognition that
humanity had forfeited as well as gained something through 'civilization'.
Milton's famous poern Paradise Lost and Rousseau's celebration of the 'noble
savage' expressed an idea of an Arcadian innocence where minds, bodies and
emotions united with the natural world in a symbiotic and healthy innocence.

Most European imperialists and colonialists of the late nineteenth century
were not troubled by such reflections. The 'Lords of Humankind' strutted
around, annexing territories in the name of their monarchs, sending out gover-
nors in plumed hats and announcing they had assumed 'the white man's
burden' in civilizing the rest of earth. At the Berlin Conference in 1885 the Euro-
pean po\ /ers drew lines on maps and parcelled out great chunks of the world to
each other. Enlightenment and Arcadian notions were swept aside as imperial-
ists realized that there were massive fortunes to be made by subordinating the
rest of humanity. Rubber trees were stokn from Braz7l, gold and diamonds
mined in South Afuica, lumber logged from the Equatorial forests and opium
extracted from China. Sugar, cocoa, tobacco and sisal plantations were estab-
lished using cheap or coerced labour and speculative capital. These imperialist
adventurers, the plantations they started and the financiers who propped them
up M/ere the early precursors of the transnational corporations (TNCs) discussed
in Chapter 7.

The cruelty that attached to many colonial occupying forces was legendary.
Take the case of South West Africa, now Namibia. After declaring that an
immense African landmass now belonged to Germany, in October 1904 the mili-
tary head of the occupying forces, General van Tiotha, issued an extermination
order directed at the local population, declaring that:

Inside German territory every Herero tribesman, armed or unarmed, with or
without cattle, will be shot. No women or children will be allowed in the territory:
they will be driven back to their people or fired upon... I believe that the Herero
must be destroyed as a nation.

Within a yeaÍ that is virtually what happened. The Herero population dwin-
dled from 60 000-80 000 people to 16 000 - a loss of some 75-80 per cent.

Although many peoples put up spirited fights for their independence, the
superiority of European guns and military tactics usually won through. The very
ease of these brutal victories promoted ideas of Social Darwinism, which Euro-
pean imperialists supposed lent support to the idea that they were inherently
superior to the people they colonized. With the legacy of the Atlantic slave trade
and the colonial subjugation of all of sub-Saharan Africa other than Ethiopia, it
is difficult, even now for Africans to escape discrimination and prejudice.

After the Second World War there M/as a new balance of international forces,
which was to threaten notions of racial superiority. Japan had given the British
a bloody nose in the Far East. Through the force of mass protest and led by a
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remarkable leader, Mahatma Gandhi, India persuaded the British to leave,

becoming independentinTg4T. This was the prelude to the decolonization of
the rest of Asia, Africa, the Middle East and the Caribbean. European expansion
and colonialism had fulfilled its historic mission. It had drawn far-flung parts of
the world into a relationship with the global economy. However, it had done so

often with great cruelty and without the consent of the colonized peoples who,

after 1945, were ready to enteÍ a ne\^/ era.

CHANGES AFTER 1945 AND THE DOMINANCE OF THE USA

To decolonization were added a number of other important changes between
7945-73, which we shall discuss in turn. Each served to enlarge and deepen the

extent to which a world society was evolving:

o a long period of sustained economic growth
* the establishment of the Bretton Woods financial system
* the rise of US global economic power and political leadership
* the widespread adoption of Keynesian national economic management
t the rise of mass consumption and changes in lifestyles
I the spread of English as an international language.

Economic growth
Although estimates vary, during the long boom from 1950 to 1975, the world's
economic output is said to have expanded by an unprecedented two-and-a-
quarter times (Harris 1983: 30). Using slightly different dates, Hobsbawm(1994:
288) claimed that the 'golden years' of economic growth and technological
development from 1950 to 1973 meant that for ,80 per cent of humaniý the
Middle Ages ended suddenly in the 1950s; or perhaps better still they were felt

to end in the 1960s'. Although most remained very poor by western standards,
even people living in the colonial and ex-colonial countries were caught up in

this economic transformation.
By the mid-1950s Europe and Japan had recovered from the devastation of

war and were achieving new levels of prosperity. In 1959 Harold Macmillan was
re-elected as the British Prime Minister with the famous slogan attributed to
him, 'You've never had it so good'. Even the poor developing countries had a
good decade with commodity prices for their agricultural produce and minerals

attaining heights never achieved before or since. During the 1960s, |apanese
might and the rising power of the newly industrializing countries (NICs)

became evident, along with rapid rates of industrialization and urbanization in

countries like Brazil and Taiwan.

The Bretton Woods Íinancial system
Bretton Woods is the name of a small town in New Hampshire where 44 coun-
tries, mainly allies of the USA, met in luly 7944 to formulate policies for global
economic co-operation. The conference played a major role in stabilizing the
post-war financial situation (Brett 1985: 62-79). Here, it M/as a8reed that western

countries would operate a system of semi-fixed exchange rates in managing the
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Devaluation - lowering the
Va|ue oÍ your currency
against that of your
competitor countries to
cheapen the price oÍ your
exports and make their
imports more expensive.

.', . ť.it$1lBotd...War

Led by the Soaiet Union and
the USA, the world was
split into two antagonistic
camps oaer the period
1947-89. This inaolzted an
irleolo gical battle b etween
capitalist democracy aersus
socíalist planning, a massizle
buíld-up of arms and the
tuin races to achieae
supremacy in nuclear and
space-age technology.
Despite sneral flash points,

for example in 1948 and
1962 (see time line in Box
3.3), the superpowers them-
selues neoer engaged in
head-on aggression. Rnther,
conflict was deflected into
regional or minor wars
inaolaing the deaeloping
countries - as in the Korean
and Vietnam Wars.

a

a

value of their currencies while minimizing as far as possible their use of trade-
inhibiting policies such as currency devaluation, tariffs and import controls.
Meanwhile, the USA agreed to stabilize the dollar - already by far the world's
strongest currency - tying its value to gold reserves and permitting its currency
to be used freely as world money.

The Bretton Woods system also involved establishing several key economic
international governmental organizations (ICOs). Of these, the most important
were:

the World Bank, designed to help individual countries finance long-term
infrastructural projects through providing loans at favourable rates
the International Monetary Fund (IMF) which provided short-term financial
assistance
the General Agreement on Trade and Tariffs (GATT), a \ /orld forum to facil-
itate regular discussions between member countries on measures to reduce
trade barriers and related issues.

US global economic power and polltica! leadership
The USA \ /as very powerful economically at the close of the First World Wat,
but periods of isolation and economic protectionism restricted its global role.
After the Second World War its economy emerged undamaged with strongel,
re-equipped industries. This time it assumed the burden of managing world
capitalism, including its central role in the Bretton Woods system. Generously,
it kept its own huge economy open to imports while tolerating some protec-
tionist measures by weaker countries while they recovered from war. It also
freely permitted the purchase of its technology. The USA became the world's
leading creditor nation, supplying grants to Europe (through the Marshall Aid
Plan) and Japan. It supplied loans on favourable terms to other countries,
although this was something of a Trojan horse, allowing US-located TNCs to
penetrate neu/ markets.

The East-West Cold War confrontation dominated global politics Írom 7947
to 7989.It created a bipolar system with each side managed and ruled by its
dominant pov/er - the communist bloc by the Soviet Union and the capitalist
democracies by the USA. Each side tried to gain the technical lead in a race to
acquire supremacy in nuclear arms and space-age technology. President
Truman persuaded the US Congress to pour dollars into the national and world
economy via arms expenditure and military aid. There were large deployments
oÍ troops in Europe and Asia, while the onset of the Korean War helped to
encourage the long post-war boom (Arrighi 7994:273-98).

Successive US administrations encouraged further decolonization by France,
Britain and the Netherlands. There were political and economic motives for
doing so. The USA wished to prevent the spread of communist movements and
regimes, especially in the war-torn Asian countries (although it failed to do so
in North Korea, China and Vietnam). It also wanted to penetrate the previously
closed colonial markets. The European po\^/ers had used these markets as
captive outlets for their home industries and as key sources of raw materials for
metropolitan industries. The USA now wanted 'a share of the action'.
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Keynesian national economic management
John Maynard Keynes was a major twentieth-century economist. In the 1930s,
when unemployment brought on by the Great Depression was causinE! \ /ide-
spread distress, his theories challenged orthodox viel'l's on l-row best to explain
and deal with the booms and siumps characteristic oÍ capitalism. They alscl

Box 3.3 Global peace and war

1945 End of Secono World War bul the onser o ' the nuclear age when. in August,
rhe US exploded TWo atomic bombs in Japan' lhe UN waš estabished ano in
December it issued the Unive.saI Dec|aratior oÍ Hurr^an Rig|ts.

1947 Co|d War 'ofÍicia'|y' began witn Pres.dent Truman's dec'aration that the USA
WoUId p.otect democracies Írom the lhreat presenled by total itaria1 (corrmu
l ist) regimes. In Lurope. t l -e l ron Cur la in an expression coined ear l ier by
the Br i t ish war-t i .ne Pr ine Minlster,  Winston Churchi l l  -  d iv ided lhe commu-
nist Warsaw Pact colrnlr ies f 'om tre westerl NATO lNorth Atlantic Treaty
Al l iance) al l ies.

1948 From Jrne (unt i i  May 1949). the USSR blockaded West Ber l in.  This tr iggered
extens.Ve air I it ls lo provide Íood and fue| Ío 1he cit i7ens oÍ West Ber|rn'

I 949

1957

1962

1 969

1 980s

t___...........

1950-53 The Korean War began in 1950 when the communist North invaded the South
with Chinese ruppoit The USA prorrised mil i lary orotection 1or East Asia.

The USSB |aunched 'sputnik', the Íirsl human.piloted space craft' The Spac€.
race began in egrnest.

Cubar- miss i le cr:s is.  Sov:et nuclear rr iss i 'es placed in communist Cuba led
to a confrontatjon with the USA, The world was poised Íor nuc|ear war but
lhis was narrowly averted when Soviet premier Khrushchev agreed to
remove the missi les.

China went communist under the |eadership oÍ Mao Zedong and drove the
national ist and pro-capital ist forces rnto exj le tn Talwan. The USSR exploded an
atomic bomb.

AfteÍ yrars of heavy US bombing and escalating conÍ|ict. US Íorces were
pushed into a sta|emate and wiŤhdrew'

N/loon |anding by US team; the majesty of p]anet earth became Íu||y apparent
to eve'yone witr media access.

President Reagan inlt iaied his ,Star Wars. nuc|ear 'deÍence' programme. Ťhe
sheer expense lnvo]ved highl ighted Soviet deÍiciencies, especia|ly in comput-
erization, and decl ining abi l i ty to fund the aÍms race. BUt lt a|So ShackIed the
USA with colossal national debts ($3 tr i l l ion by the early 1990s)

í963-75 American niI ita'y invo|vement against North V|etnam's |arge|y peasalt army

1972 Fapprochement between the USA and China Ťo||owlng President Nixon's visit'

1989 Sovret premie. Gorbachev .e|inqurshed íurlher c|aims |o .deÍend. Warsaw Pact
count' ies, corlapse of Easterr Eu'ope commlnisl reg'mes as oopular revol.r-
t  ons broke out.  Cold War ended.

í992 End oÍ communism in Soviet Union and ancient Bussran empire began to
dissoIve i r to indeperdert repUb ics '  Gu| '  War lo reverse Iraoi  invasion oÍ
Kuwait and safeguard wo'ld oi l  reserves. Sancl iored by UN. o-lt oer.on-
strated US leadersl^ip ard power was now unrival,eo.
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had important political and social implications' The uncertainties and

diverging expectations of consumers' savers and investors often worked

againsteachotherandmaderationaleconomicdecision-makingdifficult.He
sáw that, left to tt.."*,"t.,",, market forces tend.ed to generate widening

inequalities of income and wealth' making it impossibl" f:1'tut: demand to

reach levels sufficient to keep consum_ption, investment and therefore employ-

ment at politically u.."pňi" levels..He suggested governm.ents play a more

proactive role in ,p",.,ái',",g on public investňěnt anďstimulating demand - so

ireating iobs and investment'

Although fu, to*"f"i'lg u totiulist'.Keynes thought that governments

should use the tu, ,yrt"r., io red.istribute income from rich to poor (this is

called 'progressive taxation')' He reasoned that the poor would normally

spend (rather tr.,"" ,J""i.á,lý i,'.."u,"d income and that this would expand

;ffi;.ň; uv i"ar*s a",,iu.,a. At the time, such deliberate ,interference, in

the working of r'"" 'i*t"i' 
*ut regard'ed as heresy' but his arguments

became widely accepted by western governments in ihe 1940s' With wide-

spread. unemploymJ"i i" ín" tgao, ind political fe11ent ť::' 
,n" Second

World War, it i, o"ry u 
'tight 

exaggeration io say that Keynesian policies gave

capitalism a ne\^/ t"u," of"lif". Tňěy abo strengthened the long boom and so

.or-rt.ib,tt"d to globalization' 
..;

Mass consumption and changes in |iÍesty|es

ThelongboomaftertheSecond.WorldWarwastr iggeredbyanincreasing
demand for goods and ser.,ices. These were produ"ěa *itt-' corresponding

efficiency - using ň"* p.'a"ction'methods tased on those pioneered by

Henry Ford in r",i' *oio.'.ur assembly plants in Detroit (see Chapter 4 for a

full discussio"l. p.o,ř"'iiý t,"rp"a fuálimportant changes in socia'life, espe-

cially in the advanceá .o,,,.,t,i"s. Life expectancy rose and many people were

better educated than ever before' even in the developing countries' The

consequence, of 
"l"n 

lhu"g"' first became widely evident in the 1950s'

Howeve'theyalmostcertaňlygeneratedcumulat iveeffects,whichbythe
latelg60sweregiv ingr isetothedemand.for,andhigherexpectat ionof,
greater personal ft;;:;;l choice in all spheres-of life' Meanwhile' global-

Lation meant tr.ut ,".iJ pá*"rful inÍluenás cou.d not be contained within

ther ichcountr iesbutspreadtothecommunistanddevelopingworld
through education, tn" *u" media' tourism and TNCs' Box 3'4 provides a

time line of these changes'

I
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The spread oÍ English as an international language
The use of English as a \ /orld language (ironically called a lingtLn franca) has

fostered the emergence of a world society. Historically, spoken English came to

occupy this role when Britain emerged as the world's first industrial nation. It

controlled the largest empire until well after the Second World War and, until

the First World War, was the leading world supplier of investment capital,

banking services and commercial shipping networks. when the USA assumed

this leading role after 7945,by an accident of history it also happened to be an

English-speaking country. Moreover, the USA continues to dominate the

various mass media and advertising, which are so influential in shaping global

consumer and lifestyle aspirations. As the world economy has grown, so too has

its reliance on English as a world language (Table 3.1).

Table 3.1 English language-speakers, 1990

Number of countries where English is dominant 75 (out of 170)

Number who speak English as a first language

Number who speak English as a second language

Total English-speakers in the 75 countries

377,132,600

140,000,000

517,132,600

1356

1 g60s

:t960s

1960s

The new genre oŤ 'rock music. grn6rged. E|vrs Pres|ey achieved inter'
nationa| lame With 'Heartbreak Hote|. and rhe ÍiIm, Jaílhouse Bock' Ado|es.
cent rebelI ion became Íashionab|e' PopuIar cu|tu'e became big busrness.

Age of mass ownership oÍ lhe motorcar got underway' Subu.banizarion
increased while inner-city zones decl ined. Sp'ead of supermarket shopp ng

The rapid expansion of systems oí higher education across lre worrd.

International touri$t travel takes off.

Action Íor greater persona| Íreedom and iustice

1954

Í969

Beginning of Civi l  Rights Movemenl in the USA by African Americans
Feached its heyday in the mid-1960s.

Mid-1960s Anti-war Movement in the US againsl involvement in Vietnam begar and
spread to Euíope. Coa|esced Witr '  drug cu|1L]re and with the .hippie' revo|t
against conl inuing bureaucratic restraints on sexual/personal freedom.

1968 May'revolut ion'by workers and students in [rance against the mater ia{ist
pres$uÍes oŤ capi'talism' ;;, 

. ..

Late 1960s Feminist movement for gender equa|ity took oÍf in the USA ano Soon
spread.

Birth oÍ the Gay Rights Movemenl in the USA.
)

Source: Crystal (1995: 108-9)
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A world society does not drop from the sky like an alien invasion. It has been

emerging in a halting vý'ay ever since the inhibitions induced by local beliefs
and mythology were first questioned by the world religions - particularly
through the spread of Buddhism, Islam and Christianity. However/ a narrow

ethnocentric outlook was challenged more fundamentally by the rise of

modernity in Europe.
The formation of powerful, well-armed competing nation states provided a

basis and a motivation for capitalist industrialization. Meanwhile, the Enlight-

enment led to new cultural and scientific outlooks that fed into modernizing
impulses. Eventually the momentum for change created by the fusion of capi-

talism and moderniý proved to be uncontainable. Empowered by new wealth

and technology and energized by capitalist competition for markets and raw

materials as well as by national rivalry, the European powers subjected other

peoples to their rule. This served to widen markets and spread European
languages and social and political institutions.

During the twentieth century globalization has been given another massive

boost by the emergence of the USA as a giant economic engine and then as a

superpo\^/er. From the end of the Second World War and at least up to the

1970s, its economic, ideological and mlhtary leadership of the West went

largely unquestioned. Although the Soviet Union occasionally challenged the

USA, state communism was weaker than it appeared. By 7989, it was failing

and soon collapsed.
In recent decades, other trends have become apparent in the moves towards

a world society.-G_lobalizing forces have become largely autonomous and self-

sg.gtglning, Less and less does their survival or expansion depend upon the

aclions of particular nations, even very powerful ones. The ability of nations

aňd states to cope with the problems presented by globalization, for example,
worldwide pollution or unaccountable TNCs, is likely to depend upon the

active support they receive from a whole gamut of transnational groups, inter-

ests and experts.
A pq1g{o".X has become apparent at the heart of globalization. On the one

hand, we see the virtual worldwide spread of certain very powerful universal-

izing trends. Capitalist modernity generates both similar experiences - for

example, in eďrcátióň, health, industry, maiket exchange, urban life _ and

common aspirations for greater personal freedom. (Of course, not all of these

are beneficial as we will see later in this book.) On the other hand, a more

complex, polycentric world of competing industriáIĚcónóňiés, each with its

o1,Vn Ýéřsíóň ď-niódéinity and páiticúIái čú]tuial legacy on offer, has replaced
.!s-up.93ig9 9{.!}re s.9P9lP-ou,srs. We live in a world oí ňany robust players,
traňšnáiional and national, state and non-state, and each is determined to influ.

ence local and global events. We will encounter these two themes many times in

the chapters that follow.

Ouesťíans
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